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Our  

perspective  

impacts our  

reality



How we propose to work together

The more you share and contribute, the more 

open and honest you are, the more we will learn.

Speak 

up,

share 

your

opinions

We won’t 

agree on 

everything, 

respect 

opinions 

without judging

Listen and 

ensure 

everyone has 

the opportunity 

to share their 

opinion

Keep an 

open mind –

don’t instantly 

dismiss a 

comment or 

point of view 

How we propose to work together



What was 
your reaction 

to these 
videos?



Agenda

What is diversity & Inclusion and why does it matter?

What is bias and what impact does it have?

Managing biased behaviour

What I can do



What is Diversity and Inclusion?

Diversity =  
Who We Are

Inclusion =  
How We  
Interact



Inclusion, not just Diversity, is what counts

Diversity is counting heads; inclusion is making heads count



Being inclusive doesn’t mean treating 
everyone in the same way



Difference is the difference that
makes the difference

Shift your thinking from ‘I am different from you and  that 
scares me’ to ‘I am different like you and that excites me’



A strong legal foundation

• Equal Pay Act 1974

• Equality of Pay re treatment of gender (equal status 
act) 1977

• Employment Equality Legislation 1998-2015

• Disability Act 2005 (relevant to public services / 
spaces)



Harassment – The Employment 
Equality Acts 1998-2015

Harassment is “any form of unwanted conduct related to 
any of the discriminatory grounds which has the purpose or 
effect of violating a person’s dignity and creating an 
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive 
environment for the person.”

Sexual Harassment is “any form of unwanted verbal, non-
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature which has the 
purpose or effect of violating a person’s dignity and 
creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or 
offensive environment for the person.”



Bullying

Bullying is defined as

“repeated inappropriate behaviour, direct or indirect, 
whether verbal, physical or otherwise, conducted by 
one or more persons against another or others, at 
the place of work and/or in the course of 
employment, which could reasonably be regarded as 
undermining the individual’s right to dignity at work.”

NOTE: Legitimate performance management is not 
bullying
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The benefits of workplace diversity

According to the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, diverse teams are smarter 

– they focus more on facts and process them more carefully 

Companies with a more diverse management:

➢Are more innovative (Bersin calculate that diverse companies are 1.7 times more likely to

be innovation leaders in their market);

➢Make better decisions (Cloverpop estimates that a diverse team outperforms individual

decision-makers 87% of the time);

Gender equality correlates with greater levels of trust in an organisation. Harvard Business 

Review reports that high trust companies experience:

➢ An operating margin that is three times that of low trust firms

➢ 50% increased intention to stay at the employer

➢ 88% enhanced recommendations as a place to work

70% of candidates (men & women) in Ireland will review the diversity of an organisation 

before considering applying (Hays)



Quick Assessment #1
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In your opinion, how diverse is the 

workforce?

1 – not diverse at all; comprised solely of 

homogeneous groups with the same education, 

background and mindset

10 – fully diverse and representative of the 

community you serve and/or the vast array of 

diverse skills, experience and perspectives within 

Ireland and beyond



Quick Assessment #2
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In your opinion, how inclusive is the 

working culture?

1 – not inclusive at all; comprised of siloes, in-

groups and cliques with traditional, rigid  

practices. 

10 – fully inclusive, open and agile; all ideas & 

insights are considered and valued; everyone 

has a clear voice and is encouraged to speak up



What’s holding you back?

It’s  
hard!

Our  
Biases
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What is Bias?

A tendency or inclination that results in 

judgement without question

An automatic response
A shortcut to interact  

with our world



Bias impacts how we hire, how we work 
and how we make decisions

We like people who  
are like ourselves

We find people  more 
persuasive  when we 

like them

We hire & promote  
our image of  

ourselves

We like information  
presented to us in  
the way we like it

We undermine  
others and  

undervalue their 
skills & ideas

We think as one



What bias stops us from doing

o Considering diverse viewpoints

o Connecting with diverse teams

o Understanding our diverse community



Bias is an essential part of the human
condition

5 key influences on our biases

Education Friends &  
Family

Beliefs Place of  
Work

Media



Catch  
It.

Call It.

Change  
It.





Similarity & Affinity Bias

A preference for people we feel are similar to us and information with  which we 

are comfortable

How it manifests in the workplace:

o Hiring / Sponsorship of people that are similar to us - ‘fit with me/IPB fit’

o Preference for information in the way we like it and undermine/  

undervalue other forms of communication (and those that provide it)

Ways to mitigate the negative influence of this bias:

o Starts with me - Catch It (examine your bias), Call It (challenge it),  

Change It

o Actively seek out difference (skills, experience, perspective) when  

filling roles, assigning projects, building networks

o Hire for culture add (vs culture fit)



Conformity Bias

Conform to the views/actions of the group or of the leader

How it manifests in the workplace:

o Groupthink and a lack of leadership challenge

o Unwillingness / fear of voicing ideas or criticism 

o Missed insights and enhanced employee frustration

Ways to mitigate the negative influence of this bias: 

o Starts with me - Catch It, Call It, Change It

o Play devil’s advocate

o Encourage challenge and recognise the need for new ideas



Whistleblowing

“I did them a huge favour - for  

which I have never been forgiven”

62% proportion of whistleblowers who have reported being  

demoted or givenlower-level tasks as a result of speaking out



An over-generalised belief about a particular category of people and an assumption 

that the stereotype is true for each individual person in the category.

How it manifests in the workplace:

o Gender stereotypes – women are primary caregivers and are unable / unwilling to 

stretch  their career; men can work longer hours / travel more

o Categories of people – seniority over skills, technical bias (do experts make good 

leaders?)

o Persons with disabilities lack skills; accommodating persons with disabilities costs a lot 

of money

o Regional accents are ‘friendly’; ‘Middle class’ accidents are more professional

o Cultural assumptions – Germans are ‘organised’, Indians are ‘techie’ and the Irish are 

‘great craic’

Ways to mitigate the negative influence of this bias: 

o Starts with me - Catch It, Call It, Change It

o Take the time to consider individual characteristics and avoid stereotyped evaluations 

– gather multiple views

o Ask before assuming

Stereotyping





Beauty Bias

Make a judgement based on someone’s appearance – for example, height, 

weight, hair colour, tattoos…

How it manifests in the workplace:

• Judgement of a person based on an aspect of their appearance e.g. in 

interviews, performance reviews, meetings 

Ways to mitigate the negative influence of this bias: 

• Starts with me - Catch It, Call It, Change It

• Make decisions based on fact, not just feeling – know the drivers of your 

decisions (judge on style or output?)

• Ask others to challenge your view and acknowledge if different



What do her tattoos say about her?



Discussion – Bias & Actions to Mitigate

In your breakout groups, consider the biases just highlighted and 
discuss the assigned scenario (via URL link):

o Have you experienced or been aware of such a situation within your 

organisation?

o What are your ideas & insights about how you deal positively and 

proactively with this scenario?

Assign a spokesperson to share back to the wider group



Breakout Scenarios

1. While attending your organisation’s premises for a meeting, you hear 
or see an employee’s inappropriate behaviour or use of language, 
which is directed towards another employee. What do you do? 
Would you react differently, if it was a member of the public who 
did/said something inappropriate?

2. You are asked to assist in the recruitment process in your 
organisation. During the debrief after a block of interviews, the hiring 
manager declares ‘Let’s go with John – he’s most likely to fit straight 
into the team and I can mould him into the right employee for me. I 
liked the look of Rosita but we haven’t time to take any risks.’ How do 
you react?
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Intent vs Impact

INTENTION VERSES IMPACT

What you say might not be what is heard

JOKE

ACTIVELY POSITIVE

ACTIVELY NEGATIVERespect
Curiosity
Understanding of different views   

Physical, verbal or visual harassment 
Victimisation
Bullying 



Psychological Safety

Comfort 
admitting 
mistakes 

Learning 
from 

failure 

Everyone 
openly 
shares 
ideas

Better 
innovation 
& decision 

making 

Being able to be 
yourself without 
fear of negative 
consequences of 
self-image, status 
or career. 



Managing biased behaviour

Call out bias.

Interrupt biased language 
and behaviour whenever 

you see or hear it

Even when it’s your own L

T

A

K

imeliness

ttitude

ocation

now your audience



Managing biased behaviour

Call out bias.

Interrupt biased language 
and behaviour whenever 

you see or hear it

Even when it’s your own

Challenge your own 
bias.

Flip and reverse your 
assumptions and bias

Ask yourself ‘what if the 
opposite of this bias were 
true at this point?’ How 
would that change your 

thinking?

Create mirror moments. 

Take 5 or 10 minutes each 
day and reflect on a decision 

you have made

Ask yourself ‘what 
assumptions influenced my 
decision?’ and ‘how would 

this knowledge influence my 
next decision?’ 
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Inclusion inspires Trust 

→ Trust creates Joy

Exclusion destroys Trust 

→ Exclusion Actually Hurts

How inclusive leadership is like brain surgery on your 
teams



Make decisions 
on fact, not 

feeling

Pause to 
Catch Bias

Call Bias 
Out– via 
T.A.L.K.

Consider the impact of my 
micro-behaviours

Embrace 
Difference

Make everyone 
accountable

Mind my 
language

If it is to be, it starts with me



Our Commitments





Don’t paralyse yourself by always thinking 
about the big things, it’s the small things 

that make a difference

And the small things you do make a big 
difference to how all of your colleagues 

feel welcome and included

This is how you will drive and sustain a 
strategy and culture of Diversity & 

Inclusion in your organisation



Any Questions?


